Cutting red tape: Savings of up to €48 million thanks to new rules for cross-border judgments

Brussels, 09 January 2015

New rules applying as of tomorrow mean businesses and consumers will be able to resolve cross-border legal disputes more easily – bringing expected savings of up to €48 million each year in the EU. The rules abolish the costly and lengthy procedure, which is currently used 10,000 times per year to get judgments in civil and commercial matters recognised in other EU countries.

Starting tomorrow, such cross-border judgments will be automatically enforceable across the EU. Consumers will also be better protected when buying from non-EU merchants; and businesses will have more legal certainty when doing business across the EU. The new measures deliver on the EU’s promise to cut red tape and strengthen the EU's Single Market to boost sustainable economic growth.

"This is very good news for Europe's citizens and SMEs", Věra Jourová, the EU's Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality said. "These new rules could bring savings of between €2,000 and €12,000 per individual case. It is a successful delivery on the promise to cut red tape and strengthen the EU's Single Market. Such action will make a significant difference in particular for small and medium enterprises and will open up many more opportunities for business across Europe".

These are the practical improvements, as of tomorrow:

- **An enforceable judgment in civil and commercial matters in one Member State will be automatically enforceable anywhere in the EU.** The rules abolish the cumbersome intermediate procedure – the "exequatur" procedure. This procedure typically costs €2,000 to €3,000 depending on the Member State, but could cost up to €12,700 including lawyers' fees, translation and court costs. In almost 95% of cases, this procedure was a pure formality. The moment a judgment is made in any Member State, the creditor will be able to enforce it in any other – meaning businesses and citizens will be able to get their money back more quickly, easily and cost-free. Under exceptional circumstances, it will still be possible for courts to stop the judgment being enforced, for instance if the court in the other Member State violated the right to a fair trial.

- **Consumers and employees will be better protected in legal disputes involving non-EU countries.** To date consumers were often not able to exercise their rights, when purchasing goods from a trader located in a non-EU country and selling products in an EU Member State. The new rules mean that across the EU, in any such dispute, the consumer will have access to the courts in the country where he or she is residing – the consumer will not need to go to the courts of the non-EU country. The new rules will also allow employees working in the EU to pursue legal proceedings against their employers located in a non-EU country in the courts of the Member State where they habitually work.

- **Legal certainty for choice of courts agreements between companies will be increased.** In the past, choice of court agreements could be circumvented by bringing the dispute in the court of another EU Member State (and not in the chosen court) to delay the settlement of the dispute. Tomorrow's new rules end such abusive tactics by ensuring the chosen court receives priority in case of parallel proceedings.

**Background**

The new rules respond to a survey conducted in 2010 that found that almost 40% of businesses would be more inclined to trade outside their home market if the procedures for settling court disputes abroad were simplified. Removing bureaucratic obstacles that impose extra costs and legal uncertainty on businesses has been a key part of the Commission's drive to make life easier for companies and citizens (see [IP/10/1390](IP/10/1390) and [MEMO/10/525](MEMO/10/525)).

The European Commission proposed the reform of the "Brussels I" Regulation in 2010 ([IP/10/1705](IP/10/1705)). Following the backing of the European Parliament ([MEMO/12/875](MEMO/12/875)) and Member States ([IP/12/1321](IP/12/1321)), the rules apply as of tomorrow, 10 January 2015, two years after the publication in the Official Journal. The reform seeks to make civil judicial cooperation in the European Union more efficient notably by ensuring smooth recognition and enforcements of judgments in other Member States.
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